March 2021

The State of Knowledge in
Engineering Teams
How to Build it up in 2021

Following a pivotal year in remote that has forced engineering
teams world-wide to change their work and communication
habits, 2021 brings a new focus on syncing teams and knowledge
sharing methods.

As knowledge sharing methods
have yet to catch up to the demands
of today, this affects developer
productivity, onboarding processes
and team agility.
In this report you will find- a
third of engineers we surveyed,
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claimed the onboarding process at
their company is lacking. 50% of
companies surveyed said ramp-up
time takes over six months.
Finally, collaboration and efficiency
drive us to find the best way for our
teams to move forward in these
times. As we look to the future, a
year in remote has taught us that
knowledge sharing is something we
need to weave into our company
cultures and in the development
lifecycle.

We hope you enjoy the read,
The Swimm Team
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Ramping Up
Developers:
The Neverending
Story

What makes for a fully rampedup developer? When asking team
leads and tech leaders: “How long
is your onboarding process?”, the
immediate answer we received
was usually: “It takes an engineer
X days/weeks before they start
delivering”. But when they were
asked if that marked the end of
the onboarding process, they
immediately acknowledged it didn’t.

A Deep Dive into Onboarding
Let’s look at the different phases when onboarding developers to new
codebases, or learning a new technological skill
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4 Steps of Engineer Onboarding
Basic
Orientation
First Value
Creation

This step consists of HR issues, setting up, or getting
accustomed to new tools and methods.

The point when the engineer pushes to production for
the first time. An exciting phase for a new employee, or
any developer implementing new methodologies.

Full Ramp-up

When the learning curve hits a plateau, i.e. when
the new hire knows most of what she needs to work
independently.

Expert

When the engineer becomes an authority. At this
stage, the engineer’s time might be utilized to help
others with onboarding.

Onboarding Value & Time
VALUE

Full Ramp-Up

Potential Value

First Value

Value Created

TIME

To understand the impact of the onboarding
process on developer productivity, imagine a
graph that visualizes the value that a new hire
or a developer learning a new codebase creates.

It starts off at 0, until the engineer “Starts
Delivering Value”. It then grows over time, as
the engineer learns new information about the
company, the product, the codebase, etc.
At some point, this graph plateaus, as the
engineer has learned almost everything there is
to know to do the job. Somewhere around the
inflection point of this plateau is what we call
“Fully Ramped-Up”.
How long does this process take? Let’s see in the
next section.
swimm.io
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Survey

We surveyed over 80 engineers
and engineering managers from
various company sizes about their
onboarding journey, for new hires.
Here are the results of the survey.

Percent of Companies

Months Until Full Ramp-up

30%

6

20%

months

10%

0%

1-3

3-6

6-9

15

only

%

ramp-up time for 50% of

have ramp up time of 3

the respondents

months or less

9-12

Months needed

We surveyed more than 80 engineers, of all seniority positions, working at companies ranging in
size from Corporates to startups and SMBs, from EMEA and the US, across industries.
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Long onboarding processes might have a
devastating affect when coupled with high
turnover rates. Imagine what this means for
a company where most engineers leave after
approximately two years. They might have
spent most of their time being merely partially
productive.
Companies in growth mode should make this
information actionable. From the moment you
find your estimated company ramp-up time,
the next step would be to try and decrease it.
The rewards can be very significant.

To give a sense of what that could
mean, here’s a simplified example:
Imagine a late-stage startup that is rapidly
growing and plans to hire 100 new engineers
in the upcoming year.
Let’s assume that in this company it takes
around a month before a new hire creates any
meaningful value, and six months before they
are fully ramped-up. If this company manages
to cut the time to full ramp-up in half, that
would mean around 17 more developer-years
in that year! That is millions of dollars in salary
costs alone, not to mention the impact on
development speed. >> Try the Swimm Calculator

Developer Evaluation Dilemma
There’s a heated debate about whether VP
R&Ds should try to measure how much value
engineers create, and if it’s even possible. Here
are a few ways you can make some educated
estimates of full ramp-up time:

Survey your team leads and
mentors

how long it usually takes before new hires can
perform all those things independently.

Set a Range
Use your gut. Most managers and mentors we
talked with could give us an estimated range.

These are people in charge of giving tasks and/
or mentoring new hires. They usually have a
good estimate of the average time it takes for
someone to be as independent as they can get

Map key proficiencies
Make a list of all tasks types a fully ramped-up
engineer should know how to do (you should
do this anyway, as it might help you build a
better onboarding plan). Then ask yourself
swimm.io
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Knowledge
Sharing Methods
and Challenges

The level of knowledge sharing in
software development teams can
make or break a team. Getting tribal
knowledge across teams is critical for
onboarding, training and situational
development challenges. Yet, most
companies are struggling with
knowledge sharing as a result of lack
of knowledge management.
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5 Most Common

Knowledge Sharing Methods
and their Challenges

METHOD #1

Backlog Tasks
Many organizations introduce new code and
projects to developers by giving them an
assignment from the backlog, pushing them
in to figure it out. The expectation is that by
dealing with the task, the developer has to
learn the methods and best practices of the
project and code. When companies use this
method, they usually try to assign tasks that
are rather simple, and let the new hires learn
by tackling them by themselves.

CHALLENGES: While this method might be
an easy solution for companies, it is not the
best way to share knowledge. It is extremely
hard for engineers to assess what a task may
involve, and many times the new team member
will get to a task that he or she has no real
way of solving without asking many questions
about. This could also be a very frustrating and
demoralizing experience.
In addition, with this approach, it may take
months for team members to get a hold of all
the important parts of their team’s code.

METHOD #2

A Checklist or a Resource Document
Another popular method is to provide
developers with a document or a spreadsheet
with a list of resources for them to learn from.
CHALLENGES: While this is a good knowledge
source, it is not a good knowledge sharing
solution. Reading, understanding and identifying
the relevant information from such a doc
requires guidance. But more importantly, these
docs tend to become irrelevant very quickly.

As a result, the level of trust in the
documentation lowers, and the developer will
no longer count on it to provide valuable and
helpful information.
It is worth noting, however, that a checklist
document can be very valuable for knowledge
management of processes like how to set up a
new environment, or a list of tests to run on a
day of a version release.
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METHOD #3

1:1 Sessions
Instead of trusting documentation, many

CHALLENGES: This is a high-quality solution

companies assign an experienced team

that ensures deep understanding. However, it

member to explain the code and projects in

is not scalable or repeatable. They are usually

one-on-one sessions with developers. This

not recorded or summarized, so developers

is also the case when an experienced team

can’t go back to check something they forgot. It

member needs to get into parts of the code she

also highly depends on the mentor or the most

or he hasn’t contributed to before, even though

knowledgeable member on the team - not all

they may know other code parts really well.

engineers, even the very talented ones, have
good teaching skills.

METHOD #4

Project Management Tools
Companies implement different knowledge

contain is usually high-level or task-related,

management and documentation tools

and not code or context-specific, as it is

for sharing information, documents and

detached from the code. Using such tools

enabling developers to ask questions. Some

means that with changes made to the code,

tools provide a centralized place to share

the information stored in these resources

documents, like Google Drive, One Drive,

quickly becomes obsolete.

SharePoint, and even Wikipedia. Others focus
on project management, like ClickUp, Jira,
monday.com, Trello and Asana.

In addition, it can be very difficult to find and
extract the relevant information from a sea of
data. That is, being able to find the relevant

CHALLENGES: These tools are helpful as

information - right when you need it, when it’s

knowledge sources, and many of them have

spread across a bunch of documents.

cool features like “search” and external
integrations. However, the information they
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METHOD #5

Pull Requests
A common notion in the development world is

that the process of really understanding code

that good code doesn’t need documentation.

includes… well, reading code. Pull Requests can

If context is needed, the Pull Request will tell

help, but if the list of relevant Pull Requests is

the story of adding a feature or fixing a specific

not constantly updated, it will only explain a

bug. Companies can then send developers to

snapshot in time, and might not be relevant

read a specific Pull Request to understand a

when a new developer reads them. After all,

part of the codebase.

code is updated very quickly. In addition, not
everything can be contained in the codebase. In

CHALLENGES: Even great code explains only
itself, not the entire flow, which is required for
being able to really get the full picture. It is clear

the case of multi-repositories, it’s very hard to
follow a Pull Request that actually depends on
Pull Requests from other repositories.

The challenges each method
poses cause onboarding and
training processes, as well as
knowledge knowledge sharing in
general, to rely on incomplete and
outdated information.
When documentation creation
work is piled up, it’s going to be
rushed, decreasing accuracy and
completeness.

How can we overcome these challenges?
swimm.io
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Solutions and
Recipes

Knowledge sharing is the solution
for shortening the ramp up time
for developers. But what is the
right way to do it? Here are
five best practices for you to
implement.

“

We were growing our team
remotely at the height of the
COVID-19 outbreak. It was
especially helpful to us in
walking our engineers through
the code hands on, showing
patterns and demonstrating
a complex edge case. We
now have a ready-to-use
structured training program for
future onboardees.

ORI, TEAM LEAD @ MEDIGATE
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TIP #1

Define & Measure KPIs
Make “knowledge sharing” an
actionable and viable task. This might
mean changing some perceptions and
adding a result-oriented approach.
But you will be able to start measuring

TIP #2

Create a Document
Updating Plan

impact. Then, you can see when and

One of the pillars of knowledge sharing

where you’re not as efficient as you

is good documentation. To make

could be, you will optimize the process

sure your documentation is useful

and get better results.

for knowledge sharing, make sure
it is always updated. Add the “Last
Updated” date to each asset and create
a plan for updating the documentation.
This is important for making sure it
stays relevant and fresh for consumers
in the upcoming months and years.

TIP #3

Utilize Experts and
Mentors
Set up a mentorship or coaching
program to provide knowledge,
personal support and guidance to
developers. This is a valuable method
for sharing tribal knowledge. When
setting up your mentor program, it’s
important to set expectations. Define
what is important to you to achieve,
what you want engineers to take away
from the sessions and ask how they
can keep educating themselves when
the mentor is not available.

TIP #4

Document Continuously
Continuous documentation is a method
we foster at Swimm. It enables teams
to implement documentation in small
incremental steps, as opposed to
documentation sprints or one-offs that
leave everyone frustrated and hating
documentation more than before.
Continous documentation means that if
something is outdated deal with it now
when everything is fresh and makes
sense, continuously, by small steps.
That’s because onboarding, outdated
documents, or project switching should
never slow a project down.
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TIP #5

Find the Right Knowledge Sharing Tool
A good knowledge sharing tool can make or break a knowledge
sharing culture. When searching for a tool, look for one that can:
–

Store and manage focused content
including tutorials, walkthroughs, and
documentation.

–

Update the documentation as the code
changes, to make sure it is always upto-date.

–

Map and identify what needs
documenting, to highlight these
areas for developers to document, or
document them automatically.

–

Be used for finding and sharing
information easily and on-demand.

–

Automate and streamline the
documentation process.

–

Answer junior and senior
developer needs.

“

Every engineer understands the value of code
knowledge management. Yet, most of the
existing knowledge management tools do not
answer our requirements.”

SHAY NEHMAD, CONTRIBUTOR @ INFECTION MONKEY
AND VP AT A STEALTH STARTUP
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Conclusion:
Sync Teams to
Build up R&D

Automating and
streamlining the
knowledge sharing
process will:
–

Help engineering teams focus on coding
and developing.

–

Eliminate the chasing of bits and pieces of
information that are situated in different
resources, databases and in people’s
minds.

–

Slash onboarding times .

–

Improve engineers’ view of onboarding
process.

–

Encourage agility and flexibility - enabling
developers to easily move between projects
and ramp-up to new technologies.

–

Ramp up productivity and code proficiency.

Now isn’t that a better state of knowledge sharing for engineers? Some
companies are already trailblazing remote by design, emphasizing knowledge
sharing and collaboration to propel their engineering teams in remote.
Read more about it on our blog.

About Swimm
Swimm helps teams sync with code, building up R&D
knowledge, and keeping it maintained by integrating continuous
documentation into the development lifecycle. Swimm’s platform

Get in touch

streamlines code-coupled content (documents, walkthroughs
and guides) into the CI/CD , and keeps it up to date with a
unique Auto-sync algorithm. That way, tribal knowledge and
documentation stays with the source code, fresh and up to date
every time code evolves.
swimm.io

